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A Control-Theoretic Approach to Adapting
VBR Compressed Video for Transport
Over a CBR Communications Channel
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Abstract—Future broad-band communications networks are
expected to be dominated by video and image traffic. Variable
bit-rate (VBR) video compression is generally preferred to con-
stant bit-rate (CBR) compression because constant image quality
can be provided. In contrast, CBR transport is preferred to
VBR transport from the networking standpoint because of its
simplicity. This paper studies the important issue of adapting
VBR-compressed video for transport over a CBR channel. We
focus on temporal traffic smoothing using an elastic buffer. The
target image quality and the output rate of the video encoder
is controlled by feedback based on the buffer-occupancy level.
Previous adaptation schemes are not readily analyzable. An
analyzable control-theoretic adaptation framework is proposed.
It allows systematic and quantitative investigation of issues such
as stability, robustness against scene changes, robustness against
image-quality oscillations due to coding-mode switching, and
tradeoffs between image-quality and buffer-occupancy (delay)
fluctuations. Perhaps more importantly, the framework opens up
many new possibilities for further research.

Index Terms—Rate control, traffic adaptation, video-buffer
control, video compression, video transport.

I. INTRODUCTION

FUTURE broad-band communications networks are ex-
pected to carry information traffic generated by a wide

variety of services and applications. Video, however, is likely
to dominate because it typically requires much more band-
width than other media. To reduce the bandwidth needed,
video is almost always compressed before transmission. Video
compression schemes can be classified into variable bit-rate
(VBR) or constant bit-rate (CBR) compression according to
whether the output rate of the encoder is variable or constant
[1]. VBR compression is generally preferred because constant
image quality can be provided.

CBR and VBR transport, as distinct from compression,
refers to using CBR and VBR channels, respectively, for the
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transport of data. Transport using CBR channels has many
advantages from the networking standpoint. Since the data rate
is constant, bandwidth allocation and tariff for network usage
are simple. It is also more straightforward for the network
to multiplex the traffic from several CBR channels onto a
common physical link.

Given the desirability of VBR compression and CBR trans-
port, an issue is how to adapt VBR-compressed traffic for
CBR transport; in other words, how to adaptively code and
smooth the video sequence so that it can be delivered over
the network using a CBR channel. There are two possibilities
for traffic smoothing: 1) spatial smoothing and 2) temporal
smoothing. In spatial smoothing, several high-quality VBR-
coded streams are considered together. The idea is that the
bandwidth-hungry streams may “borrow” bandwidth from less
demanding streams. Although individually the streams are
VBR, as a whole the traffic is made to be CBR. In this way,
both the advantages of VBR compression and CBR transport
can be achieved simultaneously. For instance, [2] proposes
a technique calledaggregationin which compressed data in
excess of the CBR channel bandwidth is discarded in a way
that the degradation is minimal and fair among all streams
during the adaptation process.

This paper concerns adaptation by temporal smoothing. The
general issues will be discussed in Section II. Section III
presents a generic adaptation controller based on the control-
theoretic approach. We show that the control mechanism can
be studied and analyzed on a rigorous basis in Section IV.
Section V is devoted to a graphical analysis of the tradeoffs
between different objectives of the adaptation controller. A
specific implementation of the theoretical adaptation controller
and the experimental results based on it are given in Section
VI. Possible extensions of this work are discussed in the
conclusion in Section VII.

II. A DAPTATION BY TEMPORAL SMOOTHING

Many VBR compression schemes use interframe and in-
terpolative coding that exploit the strong correlation among
successive frames of a video sequence to reduce the bandwidth
requirement. This is the case, for instance, in MPEG1 coding
[2]–[4]. Intraframe-coded frames (called I frames) are coded

1MPEG stands for Moving Picture Experts Group. MPEG coding has been
developed as a standard of video compression and is fast becoming the coding
scheme of choice among product developers.
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Fig. 1. A general VBR–CBR adaptation model that employs temporal
smoothing.

independently without referring to other frames. Interframe-
coded frames (called P frames), on the other hand, are coded
with reference to a preceding I or P frame so that information
that can be derived (or predicted according to an algorithm)
from this preceding frame needs not be coded; only informa-
tion that cannot be derived is coded and sent. Interpolative
frames (called B frames) are coded in a similar way; however,
both the preceding and the following P or I frames are used as
the reference. Upon reception of a P or B frame, the decoder
can reconstruct the original information by piecing together
the received information and the information that it can derive
from the reference frame(s) by using the same algorithm as the
encoder. A P or B frame would generally require fewer bits
than an I frame. However, to prevent a phenomenon called
error propagation and to facilitate random access of the video
[4], [5], a frame is usually intraframe-coded periodically. Thus,
an example of the coding modes of a video sequence could be

in which the period of the coding-mode cycle is We
would therefore expect the number of bits required to change
from frame to frame and a peak to occur everyframes.

In temporal smoothing, the data from the output of the VBR
encoder are fed to a smoothing buffer, which then forwards
data at a constant rate to the network. This method is especially
effective in smoothing the different bandwidth requirements
of successive frames. Fig. 1 shows a general VBR–CBR
adaptation model that employs temporal smoothing. There
are three components in the system: the video encoder, the
smoothing buffer, and the VBR–CBR adaptation controller.
The operation is slotted into time intervals of duration. In
each a constant number of bits are removed from the buffer
for transmission on its output and a random number of bits are
produced by the encoder and put into the buffer. The buffer
occupancy reflects the difference between the numbers of input
and output bits. Based on the buffer occupancy, the adaptation
controller controls the future output rate of the encoder via a
feedback path.

Different control schemes may differ in terms of the the
feedback time interval . In this paper, we choose to be
a frame period. The majority of the schemes proposed to date
assume that the feedback is specified in terms of a change
in the quantization factor [5]–[7] used in the compression

process. In this paper, we assume that the feedback is specified
in terms of a change in the bit rate . This is a more general
model: we can map into for encoders that adjust
the quantization factor, or map into other parameters for
encoders that employ other other bit-adjustment mechanisms.

For instance, to map into in MPEG video, the
complexity measure of MPEG TM5 [8] can be used. It
states that the complexity of a video frame equals the
product , where is the number of bits and is the
average quantization scale. From this, we can obtain

Central to the model in Fig. 1 is the design of the adaptation
controller. For its design, we need to have an idea on what sort
of input is to be expected. Fig. 2(a) shows the bits per frame of
an MPEG-coded video sequence (without being subjected to
rate control of adaptation). For the study of adaptation, we may
model a typical video-sequence “signal” as being composed of
several components. For illustration, we may decompose the
signal in Fig. 2(a) into four components. Fig. 2(b) is the DC
component that changes only once in a while. A DC change
may correspond to a long-term change in scene complexity.
A very drastic DC change, for instance, could happen when a
movie steps up from a slow-paced plot to an action-filled plot.
Fig. 2(c) is the “impulse” component that corresponds to one-
time scene changes during P or B frames. This could happen,
for example, when the angle of shooting changes during a P or
B frame, rendering the reference frames not useful in reducing
the bit requirement of the frame. For MPEG-like compression
that makes use of different coding modes in a cyclic manner,
we also have the coding-mode switching component, which
is depicted in Fig. 2(d). Finally, Fig. 2(e) is the component
associated with small random variations within the same scene.

The adaptation controller to be described in this paper is a
linear controller. This allows us to appeal to the superposition
principle for its study. That is, we may study the isolated
system response to each of the input signal components
independently. The overall response will be the sum of the
responses of the individual input components.

Unlike many other studies that attempt to characterize video
traffic stochastically [1], [9]–[12] in a detailed manner, we
take the standpoint that a universal statistical traffic model
is intrinsically difficult. This is particularly true for movies,
which tend to have widely varying statistics. For our system
to be generally applicable, we attempt to capture only some
simple but fundamental characteristics of video traffic.

With respect to the above signal decomposition, let us
examine the main objectives of the adaptation controller. Since
the output channel of the adaptation system is CBR, when the
bandwidth (the DC component) of the video sequence becomes
higher than can be sustained over a long period of time, the
adaptation controller must inform the encoder to reduce its
bit rate by operating at a lower image-quality target. By the
same token, when the encoder produces fewer bits than can
be transmitted over a long stretch of time, the image quality
can be raised so as to make full use of the channel bandwidth.

Meanwhile, short-term fluctuations (the impulse, coding-
mode switching, and small random components) in bandwidth
should be smoothed out without substantial fluctuations in
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Fig. 2. Decomposition of the traffic of an MPEG-coded sequence. (a) Traffic of an MPEG-coded sequence. (b) The DC component. (c) The scene change
component. (d) The code-mode component. (e) The random component.

image quality and buffer occupancy. In short, the adaptation
controller must meet three objectives as far as its “transient”
behavior is concerned:

• minimize fluctuations in image quality;
• minimize buffer-occupancy fluctuations;
• avoid unnecessary control of the encoder due to switching

of coding modes.

The first objective is obvious since frame-to-frame fluc-
tuations of image quality can be visually disturbing. There
are two reasons for the desirability of small buffer-occupancy
fluctuations. The first is that small fluctuations mean a smaller
buffer can be used without buffer overflow or underflow being
encountered. Overflow and underflow are undesirable because
when the buffer overflows, important data may be discarded
and this results in serious image degradation, and when the
buffer underflows, the capacity of the CBR channel is not
fully utilized and this means that the image could have been
encoded with higher quality. The second motivation for small
buffer fluctuations is that even if a large buffer were available,
larger buffer-occupancy fluctuations result in large end-to-end
delay jitter from the sender to the receiver.

The third objective applies to compression schemes that
employ coding-mode switching. The buffer occupancy would
fluctuate in accordance with the coding mode even if there
were no scene changes and the scene complexity were roughly
the same for successive frames. These fluctuations are “nat-

ural” and should not cause the adaptation controller to apply
undue control on the encoder that might lead to fluctuations
in visual quality.

Most approaches proposed to date [5]–[7] aread hocand
lack an analytical framework. For instance, there is generally
a tradeoff between the smoothness-of-quality and buffer fluc-
tuations criteria (see Section V), and without an analytical
framework, these approaches do not lend themselves to a
systematic study of this tradeoff. Although some previous
work also deals with the third criterion of robustness against
coding-mode switching, lacking is a quantitative investigation
showing that the schemes are robust against all coding-mode
switching patterns. In short, optimization and design with these
approaches is more of an art than science. This paper, in
contrast, attempts a systematic approach. It draws on the rich
results from control theory. Desired properties and tradeoffs
can be studied in a concrete and quantifiable manner.

III. L INEAR FEEDBACK CONTROLLER MODEL

This section describes a generic linear-feedback controller
model. Subsection A describes the operation of the encoder
and proposes an analytical encoder model. Subsection B
describes a filter that avoids unnecessary image-quality ad-
justments triggered by coding-mode switching. The feed-
back control and overall system responses are discussed in
Section III-C.
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(a) (b)
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Fig. 3. The encoder operation and encoder analytical model. (a) Bit adjustment at the encoder. (b) The encoder model. (c) The modified encoder
model before and after simplification.

A. Encoder Operation and a Linear Encoder Model

We propose an abstract but generic encoder model here.
The experiments in Section VI are based on a specific im-
plementation that falls under the abtract framework. For each
frame, we assume that the encoder can code it with a certain
image-quality objective. In addition, in the vicinity of a
given distortion level, the encoder can either estimate or
compute explicitly a bits-versus-distortion function that
describes the number of bits required to achieve a distortion
of . This function depends on the scene contents as well as
the coding mode. The encoder interacts with the adaptation
controller as follows. With reference to Fig. 3(a), suppose that
for frame the number of bits output by the encoder is
and this corresponds to a distortion of . To maintain the
same distortion (hence no image-quality fluctuation) in frame

, let the number of bits needed in frame be
. Although the distortion levels are the same, the

values of and are, in general, different. We
can express as

(1)

where is the difference between the numbers of
bits needed in frame and frame [see Fig. 3(a)] for the
same distortion.

The encoder will output bits and maintain the
same distortion level in the absence of feedback from the
adaptation controller. The feedback, which may change the
operating distortion level, is specified in terms of ,
the number of bits to be reduced from . The encoder
then codes frame with the objective of outputting

bits (2)

For small the corresponding change in distortion
level is also small. There-

fore, the adaptation controller can minimize the image-quality
fluctuation by minimizing .

Fig. 3(b) is a model of the encoder that describes the
output traffic. The input is , the change in number of
bits in order to keep the same distortion as the preceding
frame’s, and the output is . With the encoder model,
the behavior of an adaptation-controller design can be studied
by inputing different forms of . To simulate a long-
term change in scene complexity, we could use a sample
(impulse) input. With respect to Fig. 3(a), this corresponds
to moving vertically. To simulate a one-time scene
change which happens during a P or B frame, we could use an
input that consists of a positive (negative) sample immediately
followed by a negative (positive) sample. To simulate coding-
mode switching, we could use a periodic input with period.
The adaptation system to be described is linear. By appealing
to the superposition principle, we can study the effectiveness
or robustness of the system against scene changes and coding-
mode switching separately.

One assumption that we shall make in our analytical study in
Section IV is that , the input, is independent of the past
and present feedback control Strictly speaking,
this assumption will be valid only if the bits-versus-distortion
curves of successive frames are offsets of one another in the
vertical direction. This approximation is needed so that the
analysis is tractable.

It is customary in the study of the transient behavior of
linear systems to use step and sample inputs rather than the
sample and positive–negative dual samples described above
(for simulating scene changes). We note that the latter is simply
the discrete-time differentiation of the former. Thus, we can
define a new parameter

(3)
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Fig. 4. Thez-domain block diagram of the encoder model and the adaptation
controller.

and replace by followed by a differentiator, as
shown in the modified encoded model in Fig. 3(c). Then, step
and sample inputs for can be used to simulate scene
changes. It should be noted that the model in Fig. 3(c) is for
analytical purposes only, and the actual encoder keeps track
of neither nor .

B. Buffer-Occupancy Filter

Fig. 4 is a -domain [13] block diagram that shows the
encoder model being connected to the adaptation controller,
which consists of two parts: the buffer-occupancy filter and
the feedback compensator. In our notation, the-transform of
a time-domain signal is .

The input in Fig. 4 is the same as defined
previously. The state variable is the deviation of buffer
occupancy from some desired buffer level. The value
of could be set at any value between zero and ,
where is the buffer size. In practice, we may set it
at . As a deviation from , can be positive
or negative. Let be the number of bits removed from the
buffer for transmission per frame-period. Then

. Instead of defining
to be , we could add a constant offset and define

to be for all . With this redefinition,
which is adopted in Fig. 4, . This redefinition
of , however, does not necessitate a redefinition of

(since the constant
offset is canceled out), and the same encoder model as in
Fig. 3(b) can be used for analysis. This also means that the
same modified encoder model as in Fig. 3(c) can be used, and
this is reflected in Fig. 4.

We now consider a solution to prevent unnecessary feedback
control due to coding-mode switching. Instead of exercising
feedback control based on , which will fluctuate naturally
with the switching of coding modes, we use a filter with
transfer function to filter out this fluctuation before
the feedback is computed. Let be the filtered response
on which the feedback control is based. To be robust against
coding-mode switching, a criterion for the filter is that

must be constant if is periodic in , the period of
the coding-mode cycle.

A simple that could be used is
, which corresponds to averaging

over the most recent frames. With this , the transfer
function of the overall buffer-occupancy filter is given by

(4)

We defer the investigation of the effects of on the
overall system to Section IV.

C. Feedback Compensator

There are many possible designs for the feedback com-
pensator. This paper focuses on a linear proportional and
derivative (PD) [13] controller. The value of that
will be given to the encoder in the next frame is

(5)

where . The corresponding transfer function is

(6)

The first term is associated with DC compensation and the
second term is for stabilizing the system.

Without the DC compensator, the buffer occupancy cannot
be restored to the desired level whenever there is a DC
change in . That is, starting with the buffer level at ,
a DC change will induce a change in , the deviation
from . As will be shown in Section IV, this deviation does
not evolve back to zero if . An uncompensated DC in

is undesirable because it is then easier for the buffer
to overflow (if the DC change is positive) or underflow (if
the DC change is negative) should there be any further DC
changes later.

The second term in (5) reacts more quickly to changes in
than the first term does. An increase in means that

the buffer occupancy is in the upward trend, and the encoder
will be requested to lower its output bit rate through this term.
As will be shown in Section IV, the system is unstable if

and is stable only for a certain range of.

IV. A NALYSIS

This section analyzes the overall system in Fig. 4. The
analysis assumes that the state variables are not limited by the
dynamic range of the underlying physical entities. In practice,
there is a limit on how large the buffer can be. However, it is
a common practice in designing a feedback control system to
ignore the dynamic range of the physical entities—for a well-
designed and stable system, the values of the state variables
are usually kept within the dynamic range anyway. In fact,
rather than imposing the dynamic range as a design constraint,
the dynamic range required is often determined as part of the
design exercise. In the adaptation controller, for example, a
goal is to minimize the buffer fluctuation, and this in turn
helps us determine the buffer size required.
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It is straightforward to derive the following transfer func-
tions of the state variables:

(7)

A. Stability Analysis

One goal of a feedback control system is to stabilize an
unstable system. A video system consisting of an encoder and
a buffer will not be stable if the average input rate to the buffer
(output rate of encoder) is higher than the average output rate.
The goal of the feedback is to reduce the rate of the encoder
when it is too high and increase the rate when it is too low to
make sure that the best visual quality within the constraint of
the communications channel bandwidth can be achieved. It is
well-known, however, that a poorly-designed feedback control
system can be unstable [13]. For our adaptation controller,
and must be within a certain range for stable operation.
Stability is defined in thebounded-input-bounded-outputsense
here: given a bounded , all of the state variables should
also be bounded.

It can be easily seen (by intuitive argument) that if
is bounded, then , , and are also bounded.
Thus, we focus only on the transfer function of . For
stability, the poles of the transfer function must lie within the
unit circle in the complex plane [13]. From (7), this means
that the roots of

(8)

must have magnitudes less than one. Notice that we have
divided the denominator in (7) by to reflect that
the factors in the denominator and numerator cancel
each other.

1) Necessity of Derivative Feedback for Stabilization:A
necessary condition for stability is To show this, apply
the bilinear transformation to (8)—this
transforms the interior (exterior) of the unit circle of the-
plane to the left (right) half of the-plane, or, in other words,

if and only if Using the Routh test [13], it is
straightforward to show that the resulting equation has a root
in the right half of the -plane when [14].

2) Stable Regions for and : For and , the
bilinear transformation and Routh test can also be used to show
that the stable regions are, respectively [14],

(9)

3) Case of , General : The stable region when
is

(10)

The lower bound in (10) has been addressed. The upper bound
is derived in the Appendix using a technique that traces the
movement of the poles as is increased from zero. Note
that (10) indicates that DC compensation, although desirable,
is not necessary for stability.

4) General Stable Region:The general stable region for
arbitrary cannot be solved in closed form. In the
Appendix, however, it is shown that the boundary of the
region can be found by solving the following two equations
numerically:

(11)

Fig. 5 shows the stable regions for , , , and For
each the stable region is under the curve. In designing the
adaptation controller, we should stay within the stable region
when trying out different values of and As can be seen,
as increases, the stable region becomes smaller and there
is less freedom in the choice of and

B. Robustness against Coding-Mode Switching

The input signal component associated with coding-mode
switching can be modeled by a periodic with period
This would have frequency components at frequencies

(in unit of per-frame-time).
For robustness against coding-mode switching, we set the

criterion that for any periodic input with
period Otherwise, there will be image-quality fluctuations
caused by In other words, if is not zero, the
system will hunt around for the right distortion level forever
in a cyclic manner, even in the absence of significant scene
changes.
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Fig. 5. The stable region for variousN .

It is straightforward to show from (7) that, in general, the
frequency response

is zero at Thus, when
is periodic in This means that the system, if stable, will
“zoom” in to a constant distortion level without hunting around
forever.

C. Step Response and Sample Response

Recall from Section III-A that a scene change in a P or B
frame can be simulated by a sample (impulse) input and that
a long-term change in scene complexity can be simulated by a
step input. In a linear time-invariant system, the unit–sample
response can be obtained from the unit–step response by
discrete-time “differentiation.” We shall therefore concentrate
only on the unit–step response here.

Necessity of Proportional Feedback for DC Compensation:
Suppose that initially all the state variables are at the zero
state. A key question is whether the buffer deviation
will decay to zero after the initial rise due to a step input (see
Section III-C). We now examine this issue. The-transform of
the unit–step response of is
Applying the final-value theorem [13]

(12)

It can be shown from (7) that is zero if
and is nonzero if , proving that the proportional

feedback is necessary for DC compensation of
In general, the larger the value of , the faster is the decay

of to zero. Fig. 6 plots the unit–step responses of ,
, and for and

when Comparatively, when ,
rises to a higher peak and takes a longer time to decay

to zero after that; , on the other hand, rises to a lower
peak. Also, there are no oscillations in the decay pattern in

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Unit–step responses of the system. (a)(�1; �2) = (0:003; 0:10):
(b) (�1; �2) = (0:009; 0:17):

the case, but there are in the case.
The former is a typical weak-feedback setting and the latter
a strong one. The latter is preferred if the buffer fluctuations
(or delay jitters) are to be minimized and the buffer is small;
the shortcoming, however, is that overshoots by a larger
amount before zooming in on the correct operating value of

Note that the final value of (and the
implied change in image quality) is a necessity, regardless of
the control parameters and strategies, because only then will
the buffer input rate equal the output rate, hence avoiding
overflow and underflow. Also, note that the overshoot in
the transient behavior is inevitable if is to eventually
settle to zero, and this will be shown in Section V.

For a more comprehensive study of the effects of adjusting
and on the unit–step responses, Fig. 7(a)–(c) plots three

important parameters as functions of and within the
stability region: 1) the peak , denoted by ; 2) the peak
overshoot of , denoted by , where is the
peak of ; and 3) the peak of , denoted by These
graphs are useful design aids. For instance, Fig. 7(a) indicates
that decreases rapidly as and increase slightly from
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 7. (a)B�

0
, (b) (b)r+ = r

�
� 1, and (c) r� as functions of�1 and �2.

the zero points. After that, a further rise in the value of
and does not decrease by much. As shown in Fig. 7(b)
and (c), however, the same rise in the value ofand may
increase and in a nonnegligible way. This means that
we should focus our design on small values ofand

V. TRADEOFFS BETWEEN IMAGE-QUALITY

AND BUFFER-OCCUPANCY FLUCTUATIONS

This section presents a graphical approximation for analyz-
ing the tradeoffs between image-quality and buffer-occupancy
fluctuations, showing that there is a kind of “uncertainty
principle” between them. Therefore, a designer of an adap-
tation controller cannot arbitrarily optimize one characteristic
without undermining the other.

As a reference, we sketch in Fig. 8 the qualitative rela-
tionship among the unit–step and unit–sample responses of

, , and For notation purposes, we prime the
unit–sample responses (in linear systems they are simply the
discrete-time differentiation of the unit–step responses).

Let us first concentrate on the unit–step response. Assuming
the initial conditions and , for a
unit–step input we have

(13)

Fig. 8. Qualitative relationships among the unit–step and unit–sample re-
sponses of�r[n], r[n], andB0[n].

Note that there is no loss of generality in the assumption of
since the superposition principle can be applied to

understand the case where ; in other words, the re-
sponses calculated here are triggered by a DC change, and they
can be added to other responses to get the complete responses.
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Fig. 9. Product ofB � 0
� and r� for varying�1 and�2.

With (13), given , we can derive , from which
can also be determined. The sketch in

Fig. 8 takes these relationships into account. We assume that
the system is stable and has been designed to have the desired
characteristic that peaks only once and then decays to
zero. Let the time at which peaks be denoted by

For proper operation, should eventually settle to one
after the initial transient response so that the buffer input
rate is equal to the output rate. Before settles to one,
it overshoots to at time The reason that this
overshoot is unavoidable for a DC-compensated system can
be seen from (13)—in order for ,
we must have , or the average over

frames must be one; but, for this to hold, at some
point must overshoot because

We shall use a continuous-time approximation here. From
the curve of , applying triangular approximation on the
shaded area, we have

(14)

For the curve of , apply triangular approximation for
the area under curve. We have

(15)

From (14) and (15), we get

(16)

If we approximate to be a straight line passing through
the three points , , and , then the
right-hand side (RHS) of (16) is one. This yields

(17)

which is the uncertainty principle between and For
a system with , various combinations of and
have been tested and Fig. 9 shows that in fact is in
the vicinity of one in the stable region.

To summarize, for a unit–step input, is the peak buffer
deviation and corresponds to the maximum frame-to-
frame image-quality adjustment, and (17) describes the trade-
off between them. For linear systems, the unit–sample re-
sponse is the differentiation of the unit–step response. This is

illustrated in the right column of Fig. 8. In particular,
and therefore also corresponds to the maximum

cumulative change in image quality given a unit–sample input
before the cumulatative change decays back to zero.

VI. I MPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The abstract adaptation-controller model described in Sec-
tion III can be implemented in many different ways, depending
on how the encoder adjusts itself according to the feedback

For experimentation purposes, we focus on a particular
implementation in this section. Subsection A describes the
implementation and Subsection B presents the experimental
results.

A. Frequency-Plane Implementation

We assume that the video is compresseda priori by a
standard MPEG encoder at very good image quality and stored.
This encoder will be referred to as the preliminary encoder.
The encoder in the adaptation controller is a secondary en-
coder. It takes a video sequence from the storage and adapts
it for transport over a CBR channel. In doing so, it may need
to further compress video in response to the feedback control
by discarding data.

We assume the input to the secondary encoder to be MPEG-
coded video, in which discrete-cosine transform (DCT) was
performed on blocks of 88 pixels in each frame. The 64
spatial frequency components are ordered and, when dictated
by the feedback, the secondary encoder will drop the data
in each block starting from the highest frequency component
to the lowest frequency component such that all blocks in
the frame receive the same visual quality and the target
bit allocation is met [2], [14]. Favoring lower frequency
components over higher ones is a popular technique when the
traffic generated by an encoder needs to be limited [2], [3].
Typically, some frequencies will be dropped and some retained
to arrive at an effective distortion level for the frame.

Recall that a key element in our adaptation controller
is the computation of the bits-versus-distortion functions of
frames (see Section III-A). Let us refer to bits-versus-distortion
functions as “profiles.” In our implementation, the profile of a
frame is obtained from the profiles of all of its constituent
blocks by

(18)

where is the profile of block in frame That is,
for a given distortion level the sum total of the bits required
by the blocks is the number of bits required by the frame.

In our experiments, the distortion of a block (expressed in
decibels) is defined as

distortion of a block (19)

where and are the values of pixel within the block
before and after the secondary compression, respectively. In
practice, because a frequency component is either retained or
dropped in its entirety, there is only a finite number of possible
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distortion levels for each block. This means that of
block is a staircase function and it should be interpreted
as the number of bits needed such that the distortion of that
block does not exceed

At the frame level, distortion means that all of the
constituent blocks have distortion of no more than

After obtaining the profile of a frame , the secondary
encoder computes the new operating distortion level
according to the mechanism described in Section III-A. That is,

(20)

Given , the number of bits allocated to each block
is , and frequency components are retained and
dropped to meet this allocation.

B. Experimental Results

The video sequence used in our experiments is captured
from the movieJurassic Parkand is 8 s in duration. The
resolution and frame rate are 320 240 and 30 frames per
second, respectively (i.e., a quarter of the size of the NTSC
standard). The video sequence was previously coded at a
good quality by a standard MPEG encoder with coding-mode
switching period Fig. 2(a) shows the video traffic
before adaptation at the frame-level time scale. The mean and
standard deviation of bits per frame taken over the 8-s duration
are 35.3 and 20.3 kbits, respectively. In all experiments, the
buffer size is set at bits (i.e., 10 frames). The
frame-level signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), defined as follows, is
used to measure the image quality of a frame:

(21)

where (pre-MPEG compressed) is the original value of pixel
and is the pixel value after adaptation. The summations

are over all pixels in the frame.
1) Experiment 1—Smoothing with no Feedback:Smoothing

with no feedback corresponds to in our model
and the system is therefore unstable. When the CBR channel
bandwidth is set at the mean rate, 35.3 kb/frame, of the
video sequence, buffer overflow occurs shortly after the DC
of the video traffic starts to increase. When buffer overflow
occurs, the high-frequency coefficients of the MPEG data are
discarded. In Fig. 10, we plot the buffer occupancy as well as
the SNR of the video sequence with this open-loop control.
We see that the degradation of the SNR persists for some time
until the buffer level drops again. In general, unless the CBR
channel bandwidth is equal to the video-traffic peak rate,
buffer overflow may occur when the incoming traffic rate is
higher than for a sustained period of time.

In a separate experiment, we increaseduntil no buffer
overflow occurs. We find that must be 1.2 times the mean
rate before buffer overflow can be prevented. It should be
noted that this is only for an 8-s video clip. For a movie that
lasts for more than one hour, there is generally a much larger
fluctuation in bit rate, and it is expected that the capacity
needed to prevent buffer overflow will be much larger.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. (a) The buffer occupancy (in milliseconds) with no feedback
control. (b) The corresponding SNR (in decibels).

Fig. 11. The bit rate (in terms of bits per frame) of the sequence after
adaptation.

2) Experiment 2—Adaptation with Feedback Control:In
the next experiment, we fix and then

for two different control settings. The
desired buffer status is set to where is the
buffer size.

We first present results related to
The traffic of the video sequence after adaptation is shown
in Fig. 11. The control , the buffer-occupancy deviation

(normalized by so that it is expressed in terms of
milliseconds), and the SNR of the sequence after adaptation
are shown in Fig. 12(a)–(c), respectively.

Note that the fluctuations in the bit rate of the input traffic
(i.e., the video traffic before adaptation) due to coding-mode
switching do not cause our adaptation system to perform any
undue regulation on the input traffic. However, when the
average input-traffic rate is higher than[e.g., frames 60–100,
see Fig. 2(a)], the secondary encoder drops data in the manner
described in Section III-A to restore This results in
image-quality degradation of the output sequence. However, as
the control is small, the image-quality transition along
the frames is smooth.

With our implementation which interprets the encoder in
the adaptation system as a secondary encoder (see Section III-
A), there is a dynamic-range limit. That is, for a particular
frame, the number of bits output by the secondary encoder
cannot exceed the number of bits output by the preliminary
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 12. Performance of the adaptation scheme with�1 = 0:003, �2 = 0:1, andC = mean rate of the sequence. (a) The control�r[n] (in bits). (b)
The buffer occupancy deviationB0[n] (in milliseconds). (c) The SNR (in decibels) of the output sequence.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 13. Performance of the adaptation scheme with�1 = 0:009, �2 = 0:17, andC = mean rate of the sequence. (a) The control�r[n] (in bits). (b)
The buffer occupancy deviationB0[n] (in milliseconds). (c) The SNR (in decibels) of the output sequence.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 14. Performance of the adaptation scheme with�1 = 0:009, �2 = 0:17, andC = 0:8 of the mean rate: (a) the control�r[n] (in bits), (b) the
buffer occupancy deviationB0[n] (in milliseconds), and (c) the SNR (in decibels) of the output sequence.

encoder. In the experiment, was set to the mean bit rate
(35.3 kb/frame) of the video sequence. However, as indicated
in Fig. 2(a), the initial output rate of the preliminary encoder is
much lower than Therefore, soon reaches the underflow
point even though all bits from the preliminary encoder are
accepted. Although the feedback is a negativeinstructing
the secondary encoder to further improve the image quality,2

the dynamic-range limit has been reached and, therefore, the

2Note that the�r plotted in Fig. 12(a) is the actual bit adjustment. It differs
from the intended bit adjustment when the dynamic-range limit is reached.

underflow situation is sustained until the output rate of the
preliminary encoder starts to pick up.

We now compare the results of various settings of
From the SNR plots in Fig. 10 (where
and Fig. 12 [where ] we see that the
closed-loop control can restore the SNR faster than the open-
loop control can. To prevent buffer overflow in the closed-loop
control, however, the worst-case SNR becomes slightly lower.
The results for are plotted in Fig. 13.
Compared with when , its is
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 15. Performance of the adaptation scheme with�1 = 0:009, �2 = 0:17, andC = 1:2 of the mean rate. (a) The control�r[n] (in bits). (b) The
buffer occupancy deviationB0[n] (in milliseconds). (c) The SNR (in decibels) of the output sequence.

larger (especially for frames 60–100), and this corresponds to
a less steady image quality. However, the buffer-occupancy
deviation is restored more quickly. These qualitative tradeoffs
confirm our analysis in the preceding two sections.

3) Experiment 3—Varying Amount of Reserved Bandwidth:
In many situations, the mean bit rate of the video sequence
is not knowna priori, especially when the video is generated
by a live capture (e.g., for video conference). Also, the mean
bit rate may not be a useful engineering parameter for a long
video sequence whose average rate (say over several seconds)
may change drastically from time to time.

To verify that our adaptation scheme can prevent buffer
overflow even when is lower than the mean rate, we
conducted an experiment in which is set to 0.8 times the
mean rate with the control setting
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 14. As can be seen,
although the overall image quality of the video is worse than
that when is equal to the mean rate, both the image quality
and buffer occupancy are still steady.

Finally, the results for equal to 1.2 times the mean rate are
plotted in Fig. 15. As can be seen, the SNR becomes rather
smooth in this case.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed and investigated in detail a control-
theoretic framework for adapting VBR-compressed video for
transmission on a CBR communications channel using a
smoothing buffer. The scheme is based on a linear-feedback
model and has the advantage of being readily analyzable
compared with previous adaptation schemes. This allows sys-
tematic analysis and design of the adaptation controller to
take into consideration issues such as stability, robustness
against scene changes and coding-mode switching, and trade-
offs between image and buffer-occupancy fluctuations. An
abstract feedback control model has also been realized with a
specific implementation and experiments have been conducted
to verify the performance of the controller as predicted by
analysis.

This paper has assumed that the output channel is CBR with
fixed bandwidth More generally, we could also consider
scenarios in which the channel bandwidth is a function

of time and it varies according to the congestion level in the
communications network. The congestion level, for instance,
could be indicated to the adaptation controller in the form of
a feedback from the network. The modeling of the adaptation
controller remains unchanged. Instead of interpreting the input

in Section III-B (Fig. 4) as the input bits to the buffer
minus , we interpret it as the input bits minus Step
and sample responses can also be used to study the effects
of a sudden change in Thus, most of the results in this
paper are still relevant.

Many areas for further research are possible. For instance,
one could couple the output of the adaptation controller to
network-access control that allows some variability in traffic
rate. Reference [15] considers the case of open-loop adaptation
(i.e, with respect to our model) with the leaky-
bucket access-control mechanism. For our feedback adaptation
controller, the existence of a leaky bucket affords some
variability in In particular, in addition to controlling

, the controller may also adjust , subject to the
leaky-bucket specification. When the token bucket is not
empty, then a sudden increase in the input rate to the controller
can be accommodated by increasing A drop in input
rate can be dealt with by reducing rather than decreasing
the buffer-occupancy level. In this way, the buffer-occupancy
variability should be smaller, resulting in smaller feedback,
which in turn yields smoother image quality. The detailed
dynamics and the tradeoffs among design objectives remain
to be further investigated.

Instead of linear feedback, one could also consider nonlinear
feedback that might improve the system performance. In
particular, it would interesting to explore schemes in which
the feedback is made to be very strong when the buffer is
about to overflow or underflow and to be very weak when the
occupancy is near the desired level in a nonlinear fashion. One
might also explore whether buffer-occupancy filters superior
to that adopted in this paper are possible.

Finally, the implementation in Section VI is only one of
many possibilities. Our abstract model can also accommodate
implementations in which the encoding process is not divided
into the preliminary and secondary phases. Also, instead of
dropping high DCT frequency components in response to,
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the adjustment of the quantization factor can be considered.
The details of these other implementations and their relative
merits are interesting areas for further study.

APPENDIX

GENERAL STABLE REGION

This Appendix fills in the missing derivations in Section
IV-A. Only a sketch is given and the reader is referred to [14]
for details. We first study the restricted case when
before treating the general case.

1) Restricted Case : Substituting into (8),
we have the following characteristic equation whose roots
must be within the unit circle of the-plane for stability:

(A.1)

We apply the following argument.

1) When there are roots at and double
roots at Only one of the roots at one cancels with
that of the numerator of the transfer function, and so the
system is unstable.

2) For an infinitesimally small we show that the system
is stable. We assume that the roots move smoothly when

goes from zero to an infinitesimal positive number.
Therefore the roots at zero remain within the
unit circle. To see what happens to the double roots
at one, substitute into (A.1) and ignore
the power of higher than the second power. We get

, of which one root is zero
and one root is a small negative number. This means one
root of (A.1) remains at and the other becomes
smaller than one. The root at cancels with that in
the numerator, and so the system is stable for small

3) As increases, the next question is at what value of
does one of those roots within the unit circle cross

the unit circle? This is the upper bound on for stable
operation.

For the last step, we apply the transformation in (A.1)
[after we have factored out the term in (A.1)]. With
some manipulation, we get

(A.2)

The modulus of the left-hand side (LHS) is one, and applying
this on the RHS yields

(A.3)

The real part of RHS is zero, and applying this on the LHS
yields

(A.4)

Therefore, from (A.3) and (A.4)

(A.5)

The smallest value of is the critical value (the first time a
root crosses the unit circle as is increased from zero) and
it is obtained when

(A.6)

2) General Case:When , the same type of argu-
ment as above can be applied. Instead of (A.1), the original
characteristic (8) should be used. The first step is to note that
for there is a root at and
roots within the unit circle (guaranteed when by
the previous proof). The root at one cancels with that of the
numerator, and so the system is stable. The second step is to
show that for infinitesimally small and , the
system remains stable (using the same technique as above).
The third step is to derive, given a positive , the value
of at which a root crosses the unit circle asis increased
from zero. Following through these steps [14] will yield the
two equations given in (11). The numerical method for finding
the critical for a given positive is to vary from
zero to in the two equations and solve for and
for each
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